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ABSTRACT 

The study of the environmental education has gained considerable attention since after 1971and 

1972 deliberations at fourese and Stockholm. Unqenching thirst for comfort has made man so 

blind that he is not serious towards his generation. Generall

the educational process dealing with man’s relationship with his natural and made surroundings 

and includes the relation of population.

And attitude is defined as “a disposition to react favorably or unfavorably to a class

In the present study attempt has been made to know the attitude of college students towards 

compulsory environmental education at undergraduate level with respell to sex and locality. It 

was an attempt to know the attitude of college going st

education through the Likert method. This method is more pragmatic in nature, so for as 

administrative economic and time facilities are concerned. Forty statements were taken for the 

purpose of conducting study relat

the study was conducted on 200 college going students of Kangra District of H.P.
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The study of the environmental education has gained considerable attention since after 1971and 

1972 deliberations at fourese and Stockholm. Unqenching thirst for comfort has made man so 

blind that he is not serious towards his generation. Generally   environmental education means 

the educational process dealing with man’s relationship with his natural and made surroundings 

and includes the relation of population. 

And attitude is defined as “a disposition to react favorably or unfavorably to a class

In the present study attempt has been made to know the attitude of college students towards 

compulsory environmental education at undergraduate level with respell to sex and locality. It 

was an attempt to know the attitude of college going students towards compulsory environmental 

education through the Likert method. This method is more pragmatic in nature, so for as 

administrative economic and time facilities are concerned. Forty statements were taken for the 

purpose of conducting study related to compulsory Environmental education.  To find out this, 

the study was conducted on 200 college going students of Kangra District of H.P.
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compulsory environmental education at undergraduate level with respell to sex and locality. It 
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